Crochet Pattern

Chunky Christmas Heart
&
Chunky Christmas Star

Designed by
Happiness with Yarn & Frederika Creates
www.happinesswithyarn.com & www.frederikacreates.com

What do you need:
 One Durable Chunky will be enough for approximately 9 hearts or stars.
European hooksize 6 or 7, depending on how tight you crochet.
Darning needle
Scissors

Christmas Heart

Start with a magic ring
Row 1: In magic ring chain 3 (counts as first tr) 2tr, 3ch, 3tr, 3ch, 3tr, 3ch, 3tr, 2ch. End with a sl.st
Row 2: 3ch and 2tr in 1st stitch of the previous row
             3dtr in 2nd stitch of the previous row
             3tr in 3th stitch of the previous row
             1htr and 2dc in 3ch of the previous row
             1dc in the next 3 tr of the previous row
             1dc, 1tr and 1dc in 3ch of the previous row
             1dc in the next 3 tr of the previous row
             2dc, 1htr in 3ch of the previous row
             3tr in the 1st tr of the previous row, 3dtr in the 2nd tr of the previous row, 3tr in the 3rd tr of
             the previous row. End with a sl. st in 2ch of the previous row. You are done now. All you have
             to do is weave in the ends. Leave some extra yarn before you weave in the ends to create a
             noose on top of your heart.

These free patterns are designed by Happiness with Yarn (Mabel Gaiser) and Frederika Creates (Frederika van der Galien).
 All rights reserved. This pattern is for personal use only.
This pattern or part of this pattern may not be reproduced, released (both online and in writing), modified or resold

Pattern Christmas Star

Start with a magic ring
Row 1: 3ch (counts as first tr) 2tr, 3ch, 3tr, 3ch, 3tr, 3ch, 3tr, 3ch. End with a sl.st in the first stitch
Row 2: Sl.st in the 2nd tr of the previous row,  in 3ch of the previous row: 3ch, 1sl.st in the 3ch from
the hook, 1dtr, 1tr, 1htr, 1sl.st in the 2nd tr of the 3tr group from the previous row. Repeat this till
end.  You are done now. Create a noose on top of the star and weave in ends.

For questions or comments about this pattern you can email use:
Happiness with Yarn : happinesswithyarn@gmail.com
Frederika Creates : frederikacreates@gmail.com

These free patterns are designed by Happiness with Yarn (Mabel Gaiser) and Frederika Creates (Frederika van der Galien).
 All rights reserved. This pattern is for personal use only.
This pattern or part of this pattern may not be reproduced, released (both online and in writing), modified or resold

